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Disney Employee’s “Walkout” by Tommi

DeMarois-Brodie

On Tuesday, March 22nd Disney employees

planned a “walkout” in regards to the Florida bill

that would restrict discussion of gender and

sexuality in schools and the “Don’t Say Gay” bill.

Disney employees did this to call for Disney to stop

making political donations to certain Florida

politicians and commit to a plan to protect

LGBTQIA+ staff from such legislation, among

other demands. The Disney CEO apologized for not

speaking out sooner against the bill, “ I should have

been a stronger ally in the fight for equal rights.”

The CEO also stated that the company would be

“reassessing our approach to advocacy,” including

political donations in Florida. Further is to be

discussed on the issue in the next week.

How to Spot Drug Use in Adolescents by

Caity Shelton

With popularity in drug use, many kids nowadays

think drugs are cool and can even get

peer-pressured into buying and using drugs. With

social media influencers and many icons using

drugs, many adolescents believe that it's a cool

thing to do and it can make them popular. Drugs

keep getting more and more accessible for

underage kids to get their hands on, which is not a

good thing. Signs of drug use can include: 1.

difficulties at school and declining grades. 2.

changes of physical appearance such as wearing the

same thing everyday and lack of grooming. 3.

drastic changes in relationships. 4. a noticeable

lack of energy when doing daily activities. 5.

changes in appetite such as a poor appetite or

overeating. 6. bloodshot eyes, poor skin tone and

appearing tired and run down and lastly 7,

defensive when asked about substance use. If you

or someone you know is experiencing any of these

signs please call +1 (888)454-6396.



American Ringtail - Elisha M.

The cat breed American Ringtail came into the

scene in 1998. The breed is fairly new and is

recognised by the The International Cat

Association (TICA) registration only. These cats

can weigh anywhere from 7-15 pounds. Their coats

can vary in color from calico to tortoise shell. They

do not shed much because they have short fur. This

cat breed, like most, is fairly friendly. The price

range for them is $500-$1000. When they are

young, their tails are straight, but as they get older

their tail curls over their back, which is where the

“Ringtail” nickname originated. Some defining

characteristics are the curled tail, and they have a

long strong back. This breed is fairly rare due to the

fact that they are only recognised by the official cat

registration, which was noted above. However, not

all cats will meet the breed standards. Many cats

are unique!

Entertainment Corner

Jurassic Park/Jurassic World Trilogy

Summary

+ new Jurassic World movie coming - By

Taylor Murray

Jurassic Park and Jurassic World movies are

plotted on the island of Isla Sorna and Nublar,

where the dinosaurs are raised, researched, tested,

protected, and explored by people, tourists, and

scientists. In the first 3 Jurassic park movies, they

are located on Isla Sorna and are later transported

to Isla Nublar in the 2nd trilogy of movies which

are Jurassic World 1, 2, and 3. In the 2nd Jurassic

World movie, the dinosaurs are transported to

America where they are auctioned off to people. In

the end, they are released into the wild in many

places. The 3rd Jurassic World movie, which will be

Jurassic World: Dominion, will be released on June

10, 2022 and the top cast members who will be in

this movie will be Sam Neil, Laura Dern, Jeff

Goldblum, Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard,

Isabella Sermon, DeWanda Wise, Daniella Pineda,

Omar Sy, and Justice Smith.

The Living Tombstone by Hades Brown

The Living Tombstone is an Alternative/Indie

music group. They make music that is a

combination of rock and EDM. The members are

Yoav Landau, the Israeli-American founder and

producer, and Sam Haft, the lead singer. They

compose the music for the animated series Hazbin

Hotel and Helluva Boss. They make various fan

songs and original songs. An example of one of

their fan songs is “I Got No Time.” The song is

based on the game Five Nights At Freddy’s 4. It’s

from the point of view of the game’s protagonist.

The song makes you feel the urgency that the

protagonist likely feels, and it’s also extremely

catchy. They also have an original song called

“Drunk.” It’s about alcoholism, and how alcohol

keeps pulling you in for more and more drinks until

you don’t even know how many you’ve had. It

makes you lose track of where you are in the song.

In conclusion, I would recommend giving this

artist’s music a listen.

Michael Jackson's Pets by Dominic Willis

Michael Jackson was a famous pop artist that had

many expensive and interesting things. Some of the

craziest things he owned were his pets. Jackson’s

most famous pet was probably his chimpanzee,

Bubbles. Jackson had a few normal pets, and a few

not so normal pets. His more common pets were



frogs, dogs, rabbits, reptiles, spiders, and birds. The

more exotic pets he had were tigers, ostriches,

giraffes, elephants, koalas, flamingos, llamas, and

his chimp. Jackson bought Bubbles the chimp for

$65,000, so you can probably imagine how much

he's spent on all of his pets in total. All of his pets

that are still alive have been moved to different

zoos. Bubbles is currently 38, living in the Center

for Great Apes, in Florida. Sadly there are rumors

that Bubbles was sometimes physically hit by

Michael, so if you already didn’t like Michael

Jackson you probably dislike him even more now.

But he did have some really interesting and cool

pets, and some seriously great music.

Top 3 Most Played Free Video Games & Why

By Izabell Roggeman

Almost everyone nowaday plays video games as it

is used as entertainment and self-pleasure, like

reading a book or watching a movie. However not

everyone can afford some of the most popular and

expensive games. So here are the top three of

2021’s most played free video games and why.

Third on the most played list of 2021 we have

Apex Legends published by Respawn, EA. With an

approximate of 122,000,000 combined people

actively playing on all sorts of different platforms.

It is a fast-paced PvP in a more unique style battle

royal. Second on the list is League of Legends

published by Riot Games. With an approximation

of 125,000,000 people actively playing, and

surprisingly only being found on PC. It is a PvP 5v5

game with an objective of getting control access of

three lanes of the map. Then, first would be

Fortnite published by Epic Games. Which is

available on all platforms and has an average of

275,000,000 active players. It is another PvP battle

royal game with a twist of real life populars being

character skins. It used to have a building mode in

which a player could use as defense and an

upper-hand back in 2021, but nowadays it is based

off of parkour.

Peer Perspectives

St. Patrick’s Day Chaos by Lindsay Trainor

My St. Patrick's Day started off as a normal day. I

woke up and automatically wanted to go right back

to bed. Around 2:00 pm, I decided I wanted to

drive 15 minutes from my house to town so I could

get pizza from Galicanos. I soon realized that was,

in fact, not the move. I got to the stop light on Main

Street just to get stuck in the parade. I heard a loud

obnoxious dinging sound, so I looked down and to

my surprise my gas light was on. I started to regret

every life decision I’ve ever made. When the parade

was over, I turned left so I could go get my pizza,

and I looked over to see a horrible sight- Mr.

DeRosa waving at me. I made the split second

decision to cave to the kind gesture and wave back.

After I decided to be nice to Mr. DeRosa, I was on

my way to get gas, so I could make it home without

my car breaking down. After I spent a ridiculous

amount of money on gas, I was happy to get my

pizza. Anyway this was a 10/10 experience and I

highly recommend waving to middle aged men

with no friends.

Lindsay’s Shrimp by Ava Walker

So some unfortunate news, Lindsay’s shrimp sadly

passed away Thursday night. RIP Nathaniel. I will

still write about his life though. He was just a baby

and had so much life in front of him. He used to

hide in his fake plant and play hide and seek. He

swam so incredibly fast he could have joined the



swim team when he got older. When Lindsay

cleaned his tank he was very dramatic, and he

would jump out and flop around. He would also

jump out if the water wasn’t warm enough, very

picky. He liked to stare at Lindsay as she walked by.

He liked to study her face like babies do. He liked

attention and would love being pet. And he was

extremely picky with his food. But that was his life,

and may Nathaniel rest in peace. He's still

swimming fast in shrimp heaven.

Would You Rather Be The Hero Or The

Sidekick? by Joselyn Fullmer

Another Would-You-Rather question. Welcome.

Would you rather be the hero or the sidekick? The

hero, easy, right? Well let's dive a little deeper into

it. What does a hero do? They could never be

normal. They'd be going throughout their day only

to be pulled away multiple times. They'd have to

leave their jobs, homes, schools, friends, dates,

anything and everything when duty calls. They'd

work and fight and protect. And what would they

get in return? A high five? Maybe an award? At

most, a holiday named after them (which, I admit,

would be pretty cool). But what would they really

get? Loss of friends and jobs. They'd struggle to

keep both lives separate. However, they'd have to in

order to keep everyone around them safe. Even if

keeping them safe requires losing them. Do you

know how much it hurts to lose those closest to

you? Trust me, it nearly kills you. Would you go

through all that just for a holiday? I wouldn't.

So what about the sidekick? You would do

everything just like the hero. You'd make those

sacrifices and you'd fight and you'd lose, but you

wouldn't get the same recognition, if you got any at

all. However, it'd be so much easier to live

somewhat normally. The hero would do most of the

work and get most of the bruises. They'd get the

supervillains and be tracked down and destroyed.

You might not get praised as much, but you and

your loved ones would be safer overall. And you'd

still get the satisfaction of saving your home city. I

personally would choose the sidekick. What would

you do?

Human Life by Bonnie Hale

There are many beliefs on how human life was

created, some being creation, some being science’s

evolution. Science research shows that human life

was formed by simple organic molecules that

eventually began to form under the Earth’s blanket

of hydrogen. DNA is a standard form of atoms that

travel through your body. It contains millions of

small cells and atoms. Human life was created over

1 million years ago and we have developed society

as the years went by. This great question of life is

the cause of many’s despair in life. If people learn

to cooperate and have a generous attitude toward

the needy then one can not only be happy, but also

make others happy. This makes me wonder if we

are the only species that has emotions. How do you

feel about human life? |

Strong Opinions

My Opinion on Machine Gun Kelly by Rowdy

Barber

My favorite part of the internet in recent months

is Machine Gun Kelly (MGK) hate. He's made some

of the worst songs I've ever heard. He's not funny,

has an annoying voice, and has said some very

creepy things. My first gripe with MGK is his song

“emo girl.” It promotes what I call “fake emo.”

Most fake emo is pop punk music, such as My

Chemical Romance and Fallout Boy. Real emo

started in the 1990s D.C. emotional hardcore scene.

A few examples of real emo is Modern Baseball or

American Football, which can both be classified

under the niche category of midwest emo. Anyway,

that song is just bad. The lyrics are corny and



Willow Smith's voice is annoying. I tried to listen to

his music while writing this but three songs in, I

shut it off and listened to real emo.

His comedy in every movie I've ever seen him in is

corny at best. The only movie I've liked that he's in

is The Dirt and maybe the King of Staten Island. He

has said some really bad things in interviews. While

talking about Kendall Jenner, who was 17 at the

time, being his celebrity crush. MGK who was 23 at

the time said, “I'm not waiting until she's 18, I'll go

now." In the same interview he also said, "I'm 23,

dawg, I'm not like a creepy age, you know what I'm

saying, I'm 23, she's 17 and she's like a celebrity,

there is no limits right there." I think there is only

one fitting punishment for somebody like this; I

think MGK should be sent to space very far away

with no access to a musical instrument or Earth

ever again.


